
Mad Mosaics
Part 2



Aztec Mosaics

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Q2LLQ6EYPrw

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IjQTUs3CykE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q2LLQ6EYPrw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IjQTUs3CykE




















Islamic Mosaics

During the Umayyad Dynasty, mosaic making remained a flourishing art form in Islamic
culture and it is continued in the art of Zellige and Azulejo in various parts of the Arab 
world.

Moroccan Mosaic or the art of making Zellige is transmitted from generation to generation 
by master craftsmen. Training starts from a very young age to master a difficult and unique 
skill of making Islamic tile mosaics. In fact, diligent attention to detail is crucial in the 
process of creating them. Only recently, have scholars within the fields of mathematics, 
engineering and computer science begun to figure out the mathematical reflection behind 
the patterns and designs of zellige.

• https://www.marrakechguidedtours.com/blog/zellij-the-art-of-mosaic

• https://sites.google.com/a/vashonsd.org/mcmurray-art-room/ceramics/islamic-mosaic-
tiles

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pg1NpMmPv48&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop

• https://www.arch2o.com/meticulous-beauty-islamic-patterns-create-check-tutorials/

https://www.marrakechguidedtours.com/blog/zellij-the-art-of-mosaic
https://sites.google.com/a/vashonsd.org/mcmurray-art-room/ceramics/islamic-mosaic-tiles
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pg1NpMmPv48&feature=youtu.be&app=desktop
https://www.arch2o.com/meticulous-beauty-islamic-patterns-create-check-tutorials/
























Roberto Biaggi (1973-

Roberto Biaggi is a versatile Puerto Rican artist, dedicated to design architecture, art 
direction, scenography, paintings, furniture design and filmmaker.

Cero Design & Built. We are in the business of creating specific dreams through the 
marvels of mosaics. We design mosaics for recreational areas, private gardens, private 
spaces, facades and floors of any dimension. Cero Design & Built also designs homes 
and gets involved in all kinds or remodeling of interiors. We include our knowledge of 
art and architecture in the creation of spaces that harmonize with the environment 
and provide the best and most efficient use of available space. Get to know us through 
our professional presentation. Let us demonstrate the never-ending potential of our 
creations and the wonderful world of MOSAICS.

https://www.pbs.org/video/mosaic-artist-rebuilds-his-community-puerto-rico-
yvcmwh/

http://cero.rokaihosting.com/team/roberto-biaggi/

https://www.pbs.org/video/mosaic-artist-rebuilds-his-community-puerto-rico-yvcmwh/
http://cero.rokaihosting.com/team/roberto-biaggi/
















Isaiah Zagar (1939-
Philadelphia Magic Gardens
Isaiah Zagar is an award-winning mosaic mural artist whose work can be found on more than 200 public walls 
throughout the city of Philadelphia and around the world. Born in Philadelphia and raised in Brooklyn, Zagar
received his B.F.A. in Painting & Graphics at the Pratt Institute of Art in New York City. When he was 19 years 
old, Zagar discovered the art environment of Clarence Schmidt in Woodstock, New York. This shaped his ideas 
of what art could be and started a lifelong interest in art environments and their creators.

Zagar’s artwork is heavily influenced by his travels and the personal connections he has made with 
international folk and visionary artists. Isaiah and his wife Julia completed three years of Peace Corps service in 
Peru in the mid-1960s, working with folk artists in the Puno region near Lake Titicaca. Soon after, they settled 
in Philadelphia and began their life’s work of creating public art and fostering creativity in all its varied forms.

Philadelphia magic gardens

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsafWY94STM&feature=emb_rel_end (20 minutes)

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuUZuHVs4cQ (6 minutes)

• https://www.phillymagicgardens.org/ (5:25 in Zagar’s words)

https://www.phillymagicgardens.org/about-us/about-isaiah-zagar/zagar-commissionsandprojects/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TsafWY94STM&feature=emb_rel_end
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xuUZuHVs4cQ
https://www.phillymagicgardens.org/
https://www.phillymagicgardens.org/about-us/about-isaiah-zagar/zagar-commissionsandprojects/
































Jack Whitten (1939-2018)

Jack Whitten was an American painter and 
sculptor. In 2016, he was awarded a 
National Medal of Arts.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFVsd
450nCU&list=PLKr9c9NR8U_e6NbY50mnKiq
fS1L23jc9I&index=20

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Medal_of_Arts
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GFVsd450nCU&list=PLKr9c9NR8U_e6NbY50mnKiqfS1L23jc9I&index=20









